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CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES AGREEMENT 
 
As used in this Agreement, the words “We”, “Us” and “Our” refer to Redefine Healthcare as a medical 
practice entity and to its physicians, physicians’ assistants, and nurse practitioners individually.   
 
The words “You” and “Your” refer to ______________________________________________________ 
DOB: _______/________/_______, the patient entering into this Agreement. 
 
We are committed to treating Your pain condition.  In some cases, use of controlled substances (e.g. 
opioids, tranquilizers and muscle relaxants) is a therapeutic treatment option.  The primary goal when 
utilizing controlled substances in a pain management treatment plan is to improve daily function and/or 
ability to work, not simply to “feel good” or to just relieve pain.   Controlled substances may be used in 
conjunction with other modalities as part of the treatment plan.  While controlled substances are very 
useful in a treatment plan, there is a potential for their misuse and they are closely controlled by State and 
Federal government. 
 
The purpose of this Agreement is to protect both You and Us by ensuring that You have a clear 
understanding of safe, effective procedures when using controlled substances.   By entering into this 
Agreement you acknowledge and agree to abide by the following terms.   If you breach/violate any of the 
following terms of this Agreement you will be subject to discharge from treatment by providers at 
Redefine Healthcare 
                                               
1. You will take the controlled substance medications only as directed by the prescriber. 
 
2. You will not share, sell or otherwise permit any other persons access to Your controlled substance 

medications that we prescribe. 
 
3. You will not request or accept controlled substance medication from any other healthcare provider 

(this includes dentists) while receiving controlled substance medication from Us.  A claim that You 
did not know a drug You were prescribed was a controlled substance does not constitute a valid 
excuse.  It is your responsibility to advise us of any and all medication You have been prescribed by 
others before we prescribe any medication for You, and You must similarly advise any and all other 
healthcare providers of all medications we have prescribed for You.  It is Your responsibility to 
confirm with such other providers that any prescription You receive from them is not a controlled 
substance.  Information showing that You obtained controlled substance prescriptions from Us and 
another provider simultaneously will result in Your being discharged from Redefine Healthcare. 
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4.   You may use only one pharmacy to fill all Your controlled substance prescriptions.  If using a chain 

pharmacy (e.g. CVS, Walgreen’s, Rite Aid, etc.), this means one specific location of that pharmacy.  
Enter Your pharmacy information here: 

 
 (name)_____________________________________     (phone) _________________________ 

      (address) ______________________________________________________________________ 

5.   If You “run out early” or “use up” any medication earlier than would be due if taken as prescribed, 
You will not be given extra medication to cover until You are due for your next refill, and You will 
be subject to discharge.  At the discretion of the prescriber, You may be given a one-time warning.  A 
second such occurrence will result in Your being discharged from treatment by Us.  A claim that 
Your pharmacy did not give You the right number of pills is not an acceptable excuse.  It is Your 
responsibility to count Your pills when You fill Your prescription and to confirm with Your 
pharmacy that You have the correct number of pills.  We will not cover any such purported shortage.   

         
6. You will not be given a replacement prescription if Your medications are lost or stolen, and You will 

be subject to discharge. A one-time-only exception may be considered by Us if You file a police 
report and provide a copy of the report to Us for review.  A second such occurrence will result in 
Your being discharged from treatment by Us.  

 
7.   Most Controlled substance prescriptions cannot be “called in” to Your pharmacy and others cannot 

pick up Your controlled substance prescriptions for You, except that You may designate one 
immediate family member to pick up prescriptions for You.  Please enter the name, date of birth and 
relationship of your designated immediate family member here:   

 
(name)_________________________________________ (DOB) ______________________ 

(relationship to you) ______________________________              
 

Your designated family member must show Us proof of identification when picking up Your 
prescriptions. Renewal of controlled substance medications will be made only during regular office 
hours during scheduled office visits and as may otherwise deemed necessary by Us.  

       
8.   Urine and/or saliva and/or blood screenings will be used without prior notice to detect the use of non-

prescribed controlled medications (including “street” drugs) and/or alcohol and to verify the presence 
of Your prescribed medications.  You may not consume any alcohol or alcohol-containing beverage 
while using/being prescribed controlled substance medications. You may not use, purchase or 
otherwise obtain illegal drugs (e.g. marijuana, cocaine, heroin, etc.). Your failure to provide the urine, 
saliva and/or blood sample when asked, and/or unsatisfactory results of such testing, will result in 
your being discharged from treatment by Us. 

 
9.   Diversion, prescription alteration and the use of illicit substances are crimes and may be considered 

felonies.  Suspicion of these acts by you will be reported to the authorities (local police, NJ Office of 
Drug Control and such other agencies as may be required by law) and you will be discharged from 
treatment by Us. 
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10. You must schedule and keep Your follow-up appointments at intervals determined by Us. Your 
failure to keep appointments may lead to Your being discharged from treatment by Us. 

             
11.  For medications prescribed to be taken on an “as needed” basis, You are responsible for keeping 

track of the amount of medication You have left and to plan ahead for scheduling follow-up 
appointments and arranging the refill of prescriptions in a timely manner so You will not run out of 
medications.   You must allow three business days for refill prescriptions to be ready for pick up.  
Please note, however, that if You need a refill of your “as needed” medication and have not be 
evaluated in over thirty (30) days, You must schedule an appointment for re-evaluation before a refill 
or other prescription can be given.  

 
12.  If it appears to Us that the prescribed controlled substances do not provide demonstrable benefits to 

Your daily function or quality of life, We may gradually wean You off said medication(s) at Our 
discretion. 

 
13.  It is Your responsibility to report to Us any worrisome side effect as soon after it begins as possible. 

You should not wait until Your next appointment.  If You are having a serious reaction at a time 
when Our office is closed, You should go to an Emergency Room or call 911. 

 
14.  You should not self-medicate (that is, do not increase the amount of medication taken or decrease the 

time span between doses of medication) or stop taking your long-acting medication without 
consulting us.             

 
15. You may be required to be evaluated by a psychologist, psychiatrist and/or social worker (at your 

cost) prior to the start of your treatment with controlled substances, as well as every 3 to 6 months 
thereafter or as otherwise recommended by Us.  If You do not have these evaluations as directed, We 
may not prescribe and/or may wean You off controlled substance medication and/or discharge You 
from Redefine Healthcare.   We will utilize findings of these evaluations in Your treatment plan.  

 
16.  Controlled substances may impair Your driving ability and cause sedation and drowsiness.  Driving 

while under the influence of any controlled substance, including a prescribed controlled substance, is 
illegal and can result in DUI charges.  You should not operate a motor vehicle or heavy machinery 
while taking controlled substances.  You should not perform dangerous job-related or other activities 
while taking controlled substances.  

 
17. If You are served with a DUI Summons or are arrested for any criminal and/or illegal activity, 

regardless of whether or not You are found guilty, You will be discharged by Us. 
 
18. If You display aberrant behavior and/or are abusive to Us and/or our office staff, You will be 

discharged. 
 
19. You must sign a new Controlled Substances Agreement every year in order for You to continue 

receiving controlled substance prescriptions as part of Your pain management treatment plan.  If You 
do not sign such annual renewal Agreement, We will not continue to prescribe controlled substances 
for You as part of Your pain management treatment plan; You will be weaned off controlled 
substances and they will be discontinued from Your treatment plan with Us.    

 
20. This Agreement will become part of your permanent medical record. 
 

                                _______________ (Initial) 
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By signing below You acknowledge and affirm that You have read this entire Agreement, that You 
consent to and request treatment with controlled substances, and that You understand and accept the 
contents of this Agreement, including specifically the Terms you must adhere to and the consequences if 
You breach any of the terms of this Agreement.  Said consequences include, but are not limited to, being 
discharged from treatment by Us.  
 
 
__________________________________________   ________________________ 
(Patient Signature)       (Date) 
 
 
__________________________________________   __________________________ 
(Witness Signature)       (Date) 
 
 
REDEFINE HEALTHCARE 
 
 
By: _______________________      
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